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Getting the books A Brooklyn Love Affair Vixen Ginos Story now is not type of inspiring means.
You could not lonesome going subsequently ebook growth or library or borrowing from your
associates to right of entry them. This is an agreed simple means to specifically get lead by on-line.
This online declaration A Brooklyn Love Affair Vixen Ginos Story can be one of the options to
accompany you following having new time.
It will not waste your time. understand me, the e-book will completely express you further concern
to read. Just invest tiny period to contact this on-line broadcast A Brooklyn Love Affair Vixen
Ginos Story as with ease as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Byrnes Downs - Donna F. Jacobs 2008
Located in the West Ashley area of Charleston,
Byrnes Downs is a charming community
designed and developed by the V-Housing
Corporation in the 1940s. The Long Construction
Company built this successful war-housing
project of 360 houses that became the lifelong

homes for many families. Early settlers who had
made homes on the Charleston peninsula
traveled west to develop the suburban
neighborhoods of St. Andrew's Parish: Byrnes
Downs, Albemarle Point, the Crescent,
Moreland, Old Windermere, South Windermere,
Wappoo Heights, and Westwood.
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That Winter - Pamela Gillilan 1986
Pamela Gillilan was born in London in 1918,
married in 1948 and moved to Cornwall in 1951.
When she sat down to write her poem Come
Away after the death of her husband David, she
had written no poems for a quarter of a century.
Then came a sequence of incredibly moving
elegies. Other poems followed, and two years
after starting to write again, she won the
Cheltenham Festival poetry competition. Her
ﬁrst collection That Winter (Bloodaxe, 1986) was
shortlisted for the Commonwealth Poetry Prize.
The Heart of a King 2 - Tya Marie 2016-07-12
Still battling the grief of losing her parents,
Heart is one of the youngest kingpins running
the streets and she uses her power to start a war
with Spade. Just like her name, Heart only sees
red as she tears through the streets knocking
down Spade’s pawns like only a real queen
would. However, with her soldiers dropping left
and right, Heart is forced to take on an unlikely
ally: her long lost cousin, Ace. Cunning and

mysterious, Ace takes on a new identity and
finds himself breaking bread with Spade, his
father and enemy. The road to hell isn’t easy, but
he soon discovers that in Spade’s world it’s
called Headquarters, a large building in the
middle of the hood holding the secrets to
Spade’s organization. Forced to wear two faces,
Ace teeters the blurred lines of being the faithful
soldier and the scorned son. Bitter and angered
by her sudden replacement, Diamond’s eyes are
only set on revenge: revenge for the
embarrassment of being tossed aside by Spade,
revenge for being replaced with someone
younger and prettier, and most importantly,
revenge for her love being rejected by Spade.
With a new alliance formed with King and Ace,
Diamond may have the key to Spade’s undoing
or possibly the last piece of her undoing. Once
one of the most respected lieutenants in the
hood, King has been exiled and not only has his
pride been stolen from him, but a piece of him
that can't be replaced. As King comes to term
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with this sudden life change, he wonders if his
condition will ruin any chance he had of
reuniting with Heart or will he be able to his
queen rule the streets as her king? Once divided
by separate goals, Heart, King, Diamond and Ace
have now come together to right the wrongs
caused by the king of the streets, Spade. Will
they be able to overthrow Spade or will he
defeat them again and this time have no mercy?
The Lovin' He Wants, The Thuggin' She
Needs - Tya Marie 2019-07-17
From the age of twelve, Jonessy Price has been
the backbone of her family, picking up where
her mother left off after walking out on her
father seventeen years ago. Unlike most of the
women her age, Jonessy is burdened with caring
for her mentally handicapped sister, Persia, and
hustling up law school tuition for the middle
Price, Mali, while running Price Funeral Home.
Jonessy isn't content with the life she leads, but
she sticks to it because she knows her sisters
need her. However, one night and four bullets

change her entire family’s dynamic. When
tragedy strikes, Jonessy is forced to lean on a
trio of infamous family friends, the notorious
Damage Wilde and his trigger happy twin
brothers, Casanova and Casablanca. What starts
as a promise to a loyal friend to keep his
daughters safe quickly turns into a love story.
With an unorthodox takeover story, the Wilde
Brothers have reigned over Brooklyn for over a
decade. Their reach spans further than the
borough, with solidified relationships throughout
the city’s underworld that make them a force to
deal with in the financial world. At the helm of
the operation is Damage, whose mysterious
nature is felt more on the streets than he is seen.
Casablanca is a moving shadow, content with
being the action behind his brothers’ words. A
trap ethicist with a trigger finger as lethal as his
heart, Casanova Wilde lives up to his surname,
commanding the streets with a presence that the
reclusive Damage lacks and picking up the role
of mouthpiece that Casablanca has rejected.
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When Damage proposes they take in the Price
Sisters after the murder of their father,
Casanova is convinced the trio moving in will
make for an uncomfortable living situation. His
assumption proves to be right; there’s static
between him Jonessy from the jump. What he
doesn’t bank on is that static turning into the
pursuit of the first woman to ever leave a warm
impression on his cold heart. In the midst of
Casanova and Jonessy’s love affair is an
unknown enemy hiding in plain sight. Leon's
death acts as not only the end of life as the Price
Sisters know it, but the beginning of a war
standing to destroy everything the Wilde
Brothers have built.
National American Kennel Club Stud Book 1901
His Savage Was Her Weakness - Tya Marie
2017-10-22
Life has been anything but easy for twenty-yearold Nubia Monroe. After witnessing her parents’

execution at her tenth birthday party, Nubia
hasn’t been the same. The lavish lifestyle that
came with being the daughter of the notorious
Apollo Monroe was snatched from under her
feet, forcing her to become the foster child her
evil aunt never wanted. After years of dealing
with her uncle’s hand problem, Nubia goes from
a plaything to a punching bag for her husband,
Vincent. Believing that Vincent is the best thing
to happen in her life since the death of her
parents, Nubia suffers in silence until she meets
Maine. A notorious hustler by day and ruthless
hustler by night, Jermaine “Maine” Emerson is
as savage as they come. Born a child soldier in
Sierra Leone, Maine was given the opportunity
for a new life in America working as a hitta for
Sampson, a distributor for the Solares Cartel
and an infamous gangsta known for his heartless
antics. Maine’s first mission: kill Apollo
Monroe’s family, including his daughter. With a
heart made of steel, Maine slaughters her family
relentlessly, but there is something about ten4/35

year-old Nubia that gives fifteen-year-old Maine
pause. He spares her life, and the two never
cross paths again until Maine catches Nubia
being beaten on the street by her husband.
Although he has everything he could ask
for—money, cars, and his pick of women—Maine
is drawn to the broken Nubia and the mystery
she brings. As he tries to repair her broken
spirit, he has no idea that he's responsible for it.
In the middle of Nubia and Maine's battle of the
hearts, is Nubia’s best friend, Shahani. After
losing the love of her life in a gunfight, the kept
Shahani takes refuge on a pole, rebuilding her
life one dance at a time. She meets the suave
and charismatic Donovan, who takes her from
dancing and introduces her to the world of
pimping. While Donovan is focused on building
his empire, Shahani has other dreams in mind,
one of which is opening her own hair salon.
She's content with building with Donovan until a
chance encounter with Sampson leaves her
sleeping with the enemy. Again.

Adored By A New York Drug Lord - Tya Marie
2018-07-31
Normani Pope has always dreamed of the day
she would be able to live a life out of an Urban
Fiction novel. An endless bankroll, access to the
latest designer clothes, and the envy of every
chick on the block are all part of her fantasies
when she meets Ward, an up and coming dope
boy. When Ward stakes a claim to the beautiful
Normani, she accepts without hesitation, a
decision she makes without considering the
consequences that comes with dating a dope
boy. The lifestyle Ward provides is as lavish as
Normani expects, but she soon pays the price for
being a thug’s solace when she’s the victim of a
botched murder-suicide. Unable to return home,
Normani is sent to live with her estranged aunt
in Brooklyn. It is there that Normani lays eyes on
a shiny red Lamborghini with no idea that its
owner was going to change her life for better
and worse. Uriah “Urban” Mackenzie has always
been held in a high esteem throughout the
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streets, and not because of his charismatic
charm, deep chocolate eyes, and politician’s
smile. Urban is the head of “The Trust,” a
prestigious crime organization known for
running guns, human trafficking, and funneling
millions of dollars in cocaine throughout the
East Coast. Urban leads The Trust with an iron
fist, refusing to allow anyone to one up him lest
they deal with his wrath. He has New York City
in the palm of his hand, with everyone bending
to his will, except a bold and brazen Normani.
Love has never been on Urban’s radar—even
with a longtime girlfriend on his arm—but
Normani’s beautiful eyes and damaged smile
pulls him in. Soon Urban finds that he's willing
to risk the life and legacy he’s built to see if the
grass is truly greener on the other side.
A Brooklyn Love Affair 3 - Tya Marie
2015-12-17
Seventeen years. The amount of time since Gino
and Vixen started their love affair and it grows
stronger with each day. They have everything

they could ever ask for: three beautiful children,
their own successful businesses, and the love of
each other. Life couldn’t be any more perfect. Or
so it seems. History has a way of repeating itself
and the Romano children become byproducts of
their parents’ sordid pasts. Seventeen-year-old
Gino Jr. dabbles with the game that once sought
to destroy his father and eighteen-year-old
Mariposa learns the price to pay for discovering
the truth about her past. In the midst of it all is a
stranger from Vixen’s past seeking revenge for
the destruction of her family. She's been
watching and waiting for a long time —
seventeen years to be exact — and plots her
revenge the way one paints a masterpiece. Her
philosophy: an eye for an eye. If she can't have
her family why should Vixen have hers? Her first
victim? The loving marriage Vixen and Gino
created from their pain. Will Vixen and Gino be
able to survive the tempest that becomes their
lives? Or will this love affair soon come to an
end? Stay tuned for the third installment of A
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Brooklyn Love Affair.
When A Heartless Thug Holds Me Close 4 - Tya
Marie 2018-06-24
Zeus Townsend has always held it together for
his brothers. Being the oldest of four, Zeus was
not only their older brother, but a father figure
after the jailhouse murder of their father nearly
fifteen years ago. However, with the Assan
Brothers gone for good, Zeus is able to start
building the life he sacrificed for the sake of
holding his family down. Three years later, he
has done exactly that: his position as connect
has brought him wealth, he has the woman of his
dreams by his side, and for the first time since
he was younger, he's happy. Unfortunately for
the eldest Townsend Brother, happiness can only
be short lived. In a twist of events, Zeus’ blissful
existence is ruined by a secret that was
supposed to be taken to the grave. Forced to
move on without the love of his life, Zeus is
convinced that he’ll never love again until he
meets the mysterious Quincy Burton. She's the

best thing he never knew he needed, yet their
connection goes deeper than between the
sheets. She's an Assan Sister and while her
intentions are pure, her bloodline isn’t. While
Zeus focuses on starting over, his brother,
Hasani, and sister-in-law, Gia, are newlyweds
maneuvering marital problems made for veteran
unions. When it comes to remaining faithful to
his fiancée, Hasani Townsend has come a long
way from the remorseless adulterer he once
was. Too bad for him, his history is known to
someone who threatens to not only take down
his family, but ruin his marriage before it even
begins. One drunken night at his bachelor party
is the first nail in the coffin of their dying
marriage. Two fatal gunshots change the
trajectory of their entire relationship, placing a
deep crack in an already shaky foundation.
Three years of relationship building is destroyed
at a discovery made by Hasani, causing him to
wonder if he wasn’t the only one sneaking and
creeping. However, for all of their marital lows,
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Hasani and Gia remain connected through their
ability to push aside their issues and be the rock
each other needs when life gets tough. But with
all of their secrets and lies coming out, Hasani
has to decide whether he's going to tough it out
and remain with the woman he loves, or if it’s
best to walk away. Born into the Luchesi Crime
Family, Gianna Luchesi was raised with access
to guns, money, and power. Instead of relying on
her family name to create her legacy, Gia goes
to medical school and uses her position as a
front for her real job, which is running a
lucrative arms business from New York City.
While her position as an arms dealer brings her
joy, Gia is constantly at odds with Hasani when
it comes to her future. Hasani is supportive in
every way possible, but aside from his past
transgressions, he wants her to play it safe when
the life she has chosen for herself is anything
but. However, when an enemy targeting the
Townsend Brothers places a bullseye on her
back, Gia has no choice but to insert herself and

everyone bearing her notorious last name into a
war for the ages. Gia remains strong on the
business side despite her personal life suffering.
Her marriage to Hasani has taken several blows
over a short amount of time due to enemies who
wish to see her suffer, but when Gia discovers
that the fatal blow was delivered by someone
who was supposed to have her back, Gia has to
save her marriage before Hasani throws in the
towel. When a Heartless Thug Holds Me Close 4,
a true love story, is filled with earth shattering
secrets, volatile lies, and a reminder that like
ghosts, real grudges never die.
The Heart of a King: In Love with a Savage Tya Marie 2016-05-16
Born into one of the most notorious Columbian
cartels, Heartria “Heart” Romero is a pampered
princess who has grown up with everything her
heart desires except for one thing: a prince to
whisk her away to live happily every after.
Heart’s luck turns for the better when she meets
King, a fearless hustler with the courage to leave
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the streets behind for her and the passion to love
her right. The couple has their sights set on their
fairytale ending when tragedy strikes in the form
of the notorious Spade, tearing the pair apart,
leaving King heartbroken and unprotected in the
mean streets of Brooklyn. At the heart of every
love story is a villain and this one is no different.
Sitting atop his throne is Spade, a kingpin with a
slew of enemies in his wake. One of which is
Diamond, a former lover and soldier of Spade
with an ax to grind of her own. After feeling the
wrath of Spade’s love, Diamond seeks revenge
on Spade only to end up literally beaten at her
own game. Brought together by the wrath of
Spade, King and Diamond are no different,
taking him on and ending up with irreparable
scars. However, the pair is given a second
chance at taking Spade down when a stranger
with unknown ties to the kingpin enters the mix.
Will the next hand dealt be in their favor? Or will
the cards stacked against them fall?
I Got a Crush On You - Tya Marie 2016-09-11

Growing up as the "dirty kid" in his
neighborhood, Kemal has always had it tough.
With his mother dead from a mysterious
overdose and his snitch father doing a bid
Upstate, 11-year-old Kemal is left to raise
himself out on the mean streets of Brooklyn. The
women who were once friends with his mother
slip him sympathy plates whenever they can, the
men want nothing to do with him because of his
father's treacherous ways, and the kids who
were once his friend bully him while the adults
turn a blind eye. Kemal is a pariah and everyone
treats him like he's invisible. Except Mink, the
fly girl of the block who is a gracious as she is
beautiful. Knowing that she was out of his
league, Kemal always accepted her grace and
crushed on her from afar. Ten years has passed
and after being put on by his best friend and
prominent hustler, Loot, Kemal is gone and
replaced with Lucky Lewis. With his superb
math skills and an eye for location, it doesn't
take long for Lucky to move up in rank and
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become one of the most respected lieutenants in
Brooklyn. He's celebrating the fruits of his
splendor when he bumps into a down-and-out
Mink. Barely conscious and gripping a dirty book
bag, Mink looks nothing like the girl he fell in
love with a decade ago. Lucky takes her home,
cleans her up, and the two pick up right where
they left off, with Lucky in the position to make
Little Mink his woman. Little does he know, the
sultry vixen has other plans in mind. The little
Mink that everyone has known and loved is
gone, replaced with someone far more sinister.
With dreams of snatching her ex-boyfriend's
empire from under his feet, Mink discovers the
opportunity of a lifetime with Lucky, who has the
resources and respect to get her the power she
needs. Using her body, mind, and deadly force,
Mink wraps Lucky around her well manicured
finger, making him a pawn in a deadly game of
cat and mouse that will either leave both of them
reigning over an empire or in exile. Willing to do
anything to secure her seat at the head of the

table, Mink is stuck wondering whether her
heart of ice will help her dreams of building her
own empire come true, or will she end up
crushed?
Never Should've Loved a Thug - Tya Marie
2016-02-02
**** THIS IS A COMPLETE NOVEL! NO
SEQUEL, NO CLIFF-HANGER! *** When Alex’s
daughter’s father, Q, is murdered in cold blood,
Alex is left picking up the shattered pieces of her
life. Instead of crumbling like she has in the
past, Alex decides to avenge him by getting
revenge on Ahab Miller, the infamous club
owner. She plans her revenge by any means
necessary even if it means exploiting one of her
closest friends, Shalaya, a woman with nothing
to lose. With not a penny to her name and her
rent almost past due, Shalaya Adams is in a
situation no single mother wants to find herself
in: crashing and burning for the enjoyment of
her son's father, Mar, who wants nothing more
than to gain custody of their son and whisk him
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away to another happily ever after that doesn't
involve her. Her luck takes a turn for the better
when she meets a handsome stranger who's
looking for a fresh start. Everything starts to go
her way when she gets a strange request from
her best friend, Alex, asking her to date Ahab
Miller. What Shalaya expects to be climbing into
bed with a cold-hearted monster turns into a
sensual love affair unlike any other. But what
happens when Ahab isn't the monster Alex has
made him out to be? Shalaya is forced to make
the decision of a lifetime. Will her allegiance
remain to Alex or will she turn her loyalties to
Ahab and end up between his sheets?
Grimey - Tya Marie 2016-07-20
Orphaned at the age of fifteen after her parents
died in a car accident, Myria is no stranger to
abandonment when her identical twin sister,
Janelle, leaves her in order to live the fabulous
life as a wife to Anthony “Dom” Haveras. While
Janelle is away living in the lap of luxury, Myria
finds herself becoming a byproduct of the

streets, ending up in serving a five-year prison
sentence for robbery. Deciding that it’s time to
turn over a new leaf, Myria reaches out to
Janelle, who offers her a warm bed until she
manages to get on her feet. While Myria heads
to Miami excited to rekindle her relationship
with her sister, Janelle has other plans in mind.
Tired of being the long suffering and abused
wife of the King of Miami, Janelle spends her
days poolside plotting Dom’s downfall. With one
elaborate plan after another fails, Janelle
decides to go back to the basics and figures that
she could pull her own version of a “bait and
switch.” The bait? Myria. The switch? The life of
luxury she once loved. Not one to be worried by
guilt, Janelle places a sleeping Myria in her bed
and leaves her waking up in a living nightmare.
With her identity stolen from her, Myria is
forced to navigate the inner circle of Miami’s
elite as Janelle. With Janelle’s Ice Queen façade
in place, Myria makes friends, enemies, and
ultimately finds herself falling in love with an
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unlikely ally-Julio, Dom’s brother. Just when she
thinks she has a handle on the situation, Myria
discovers a secret regarding Janelle's marriage
that makes her think different about who the
real abuser is. Will Myria be able to beat Janelle
at her own game or will she end up suffocating
in Janelle’s bed of lies?
An Incomplete Education - Judy Jones
2009-07-22
A completely updated, revised edition of the
classic, outfitted with a whole new arsenal of
indispensable knowledge on global affairs,
popular culture, economic trends, scientific
principles, and modern arts. Here’s your chance
to brush up on all those subjects you slept
through in school, reacquaint yourself with all
the facts you once knew (then promptly forgot),
catch up on major developments in the world
today, and become the Renaissance man or
woman you always knew you could be! How do
you tell the Balkans from the Caucasus? What’s
the difference between fission and fusion? Whigs

and Tories? Shiites and Sunnis? Deduction and
induction? Why aren’t all Shakespearean
comedies necessarily thigh-slappers? What are
transcendental numbers and what are they good
for? What really happened in Plato’s cave? Is
postmodernism dead or just having a bad hair
day? And for extra credit, when should you use
the adjective continual and when should you use
continuous? An Incomplete Education answers
these and thousands of other questions with
incomparable wit, style, and clarity. American
Studies, Art History, Economics, Film,
Literature, Music, Philosophy, Political Science,
Psychology, Religion, Science, and World
History: Here’s the bottom line on each of these
major disciplines, distilled to its essence and
served up with consummate flair. In this revised
edition you’ll find a vitally expanded treatment
of international issues, reflecting the seismic
geopolitical upheavals of the past decade, from
economic free-fall in South America to Central
Africa’s world war, and from violent
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radicalization in the Muslim world to the crucial
trade agreements that are defining globalization
for the twenty-first century. And don’t forget to
read the section "A Nervous American’s Guide to
Living and Loving on Five Continents" before
you answer a personal ad in the International
Herald Tribune. As delightful as it is
illuminating, An Incomplete Education packs ten
thousand years of culture into a single superbly
readable volume. This is a book to celebrate, to
share, to give and receive, to pore over and
browse through, and to return to again and
again.
So Obsessed With a Brooklyn Boss 2 - Tya Marie
2017-08-06
Heartbroken over the demise of her relationship
with Savant, Moe struggles to go back to life
before him, finding it easier said than done.
Hovering between bouts of depression and
attempts of promiscuity, Moe is convinced that
she’ll never find another man to care for her the
way Savant did. Until she meets the mysterious

Onyx and discovers that she has a debt to settle.
Forced to work off her debt, Moe discovers a
new life in the drug trade that small cons never
afforded her. For the first time in her life, she
works for her money, and it feels good. But, as
usual, with more money comes more problems.
Moe has to juggle being a big sister to a difficult
Roni, a shoulder to lean on for an incarcerated
Damaris, and discovering a normal life with Juju.
And just when she thinks she has it under
control, the opportunity to reclaim the love of
her life pops up with a cost larger than any
dollar amount. Hailing from Jamaican royalty,
Johann “Onyx” Walcott is a beast in the streets
and in the boardroom. A successful connect by
day and prominent club owner by night, Onyx
lives the life many would envy enough to steal
from it, which is what happens when Moe walks
into First Continental Bank and robs him of his
attaché case containing a quarter of a million
dollars. It doesn’t take him long to find her, and
when he does, he discovers that a beautiful face
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and cold heart lie behind her ski mask. Instead
of killing her, Onyx turns Moe into a ruthless
runner, who wreaks havoc on the streets and
slowly builds a name for herself. Onyx soon
learns that there is more to Moe than meets the
eye and finds himself slowly falling for her, but
he’s wondering in the back of his head if she was
true to the game or simply playing it because the
price was right. Connected by a contract to Onyx
while remaining loyal to her feelings for Savant,
Moe is stuck in an emotional tug of war, finding
herself in a situation that money can't solve. And
when an opportunity to be free of Onyx presents
itself, she has to decide if she's ready to give up
the fast money for love, or pledge her allegiance
to the dead presidents.
Chosen by the King of Miami 2 - Tya Marie
2017-10-05
“If someone truly loves you then they’ll always
leave a piece of their heart open for you.” After
coming off the tour of a lifetime, the fairytale
happily ever after that Symphony Haveras

imagined for herself has vanished and is
replaced by a living nightmare. Her once solid
relationship with Carter is crumbling fast and
every piece of it they patch together, someone
tears it apart. From Carter's dramatic groupies,
to Symphony's too-close-for-comfort relationship
with her sexy label mate, Zayne, the only thing
that can repair the solid foundation they once
built is trust. But when a secret from Carter's
past leaks and changes the dynamic of their
relationship, Symphony has to make the decision
to be the loyal girlfriend or seek happiness
elsewhere. As if her love life wasn’t in shambles
enough, she finds herself dealing with life
sharing the face of a newly released murderer:
her twin sister Harmony. After spending the past
year in jail for a crime that she insists that she
didn’t commit, Harmony Haveras is a free
woman with a lot of time to make up. She wants
to be the best mother she can to her daughter
and rebuild her life by reclaiming the power
behind the Haveras last name. Convinced that
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she’ll never have the success that her sister has,
Harmony settles in for a life of normalcy when
she finds herself skyrocketed into fame by one
chance performance. She catches the eye of
rappers, old flames, and every eligible bachelor
in Miami, but none of them are Kason, the man
who believed in her when she was nothing more
than a meth addict living in Liberty City. In the
end Harmony has to decide if she wants to live a
life of fame and fortune, or will she settle down
in the name of love.
A Brooklyn Love Affair - Tya Marie 2015-10-27
Vixen Williams has always been known as a
woman of many faces. The fiercely devoted one
she uses for her best friend, the one of a lover
and confidant to her fiancé, and the real one she
keeps reserved for looking in the mirror and
battling her inner demons. Life is fairly normal
for Vixen until her verbally abusive mother
reenters her life, dredging up traumatic
childhood memories, and bringing a handsome
stranger into the mix with her devious antics

causing Vixen to reprise her role as caregiver
and bread winner. Gino Romano is infamous for
many reasons: his notoriety for being one of the
youngest king pins in New York City, the cold
manner in which he handles business, and the
notable political ties he's managed to create
along the way through "profit sharing."
However, the most prominent thing he's known
for is the ice fortress he's built around his heart.
Because of his past, Gino keeps women at an
arms length, believing it hard to find one who
could accept the scarred past he comes with.
Until he lays eyes on Vixen. Brought together for
all the wrong reasons, Vixen and Gino find a
common ground that not only develops into a
budding friendship, but sparks a love affair.
From the moment they become one they must
fight to protect their love from those who plan to
destroy it by any means necessary, one of which
being the very reason Vixen ran away from home
ten years ago in the dead of night. Will the
forces determined to see Gino and Vixen
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destroyed win? Or will their love prevail? Set in
a spicy Brooklyn backdrop, A Brooklyn Love
Affair brings to life pain, forgiveness, and the
never ending possibility of finding love.
I am Yours and You are Mine - Tya Marie
2017-02-03
After being left at the alter by his long time
girlfriend, Gigi Romano hasn’t been quite the
same. He’s vowed to never have his heart
broken again and plunges himself into a world of
nameless and faceless women. Ten years later,
his player ways are still strong, but other areas
of his life are growing weak, especially his
relationship with his son. Gigi continually
promises to change his ways but always finds
himself succumbing to his sexual desires,
whether it be with the sultry Diana or
levelheaded Melissa. However, when Qui returns
to New York City, Gigi believes that his first true
love will be able to change him for the
better—that is until he meets his Mystery
Woman. Allowing her to slip through his grasp

once, Gigi swears that if given the chance again
he’ll give her everything her heart desires.
However, when they meet again through a
chance encounter, Gigi realizes that his all might
not be enough. Life hasn’t been easy for Jade
Romano either. Fresh out of a divorce, Jade finds
herself the eye candy of every woman in New
York City except for the one she really wants:
her boss, Lia. With the face of a Creole angel,
the body of a bombshell, and the vocals to
match, it’s no wonder that Lia’s everything Jade
could ever want. There’s only one problem—Lia
can't stand her. Although Jade finds herself at
the end of Lia’s cool glares and catty ways, it
doesn’t stop her from wondering what’s
underneath Lia’s marble façade. When she does
have a peek, it’s enough to pull her in
completely. The problem? Her ex-wife, Brandy.
Armed with a poisonous secret and a deadly
desire to take back what’s hers, Brandy barrels
back into Jade’s life with promises to wreak
havoc unless she returns to the place where the
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pain started. Home. Every love affair comes with
a price and Gigi must pay for the actions of his
past while Jade suffers for the choices she’ll
have to make in the future. There’s no question
that either of the Romano children are strong
enough to handle it—the question is: in the end
is it all worth it?
When A Heartless Thug Holds Me Close - Tya
Marie 2018-01-22
"After watching my mother be beaten in the
name of love, I always dreamed of having my
own perfect love story void of pain. One where
my very own Prince Charming would sweep me
off of my feet. And then I met Quade, who
showed me that love should be everything but
perfect.” Yara Samuels has experienced her fair
share of hurt in life. Growing up in a home
ridden with domestic violence, Yara was taught
at a young age that if it isn’t painful, then it isn’t
love. It takes watching her mother be beaten to
death by her stepfather for young Yara to learn
that love taps shouldn’t send you to the grave.

All grown up, she searches for a man who knows
how to love a woman with his heart and not his
fists. After years of looking, Yara believes that
she finds the embodiment of this philosophy in
her boyfriend, Amir, until she discovers that
while he may provide physical peace, the mental
isn’t there. With her sense of self-worth
challenged, Yara is content with loving Amir
when Quade comes hurtling into her life. The
youngest of the infamous Townsend Brothers,
Quade isn’t your run-of-the-mill hustler. A
walking oxymoron, Quade has a baby face with a
heart bred cold courtesy of the streets. Quade
has been given the gift of sticky fingers, a trap
king philosophy, and a trigger finger that hasn’t
missed a target yet. When his aim leads him
straight into the path of Yara while in the midst
of a hit, Quade's heart melts and he's drawn to
the mysterious Yara, who for some reason
unbeknownst to him, can't stand him. Never one
to back down from a challenge, Quade pursues
Yara with the same recklessness that he handles
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business, and it makes for the start of a
memorable love affair. Beneath her expensive
clothing and designer handbags, Yara's best
friend, Cashmere, is a woman tired of being kept
at the expense of her sanity. While putting on a
brave face for the world, Cash hides her
frustration with her boyfriend behind her Chanel
sunglasses. There's nothing picture perfect
about the couple, and with each of Vito’s antics
worse than the last, Cash finds herself seeking a
backup plan in the event that her days of being a
hustler’s princess are cut short. When Cash is
greeted with an opportunity to secure the bag,
she jumps at it immediately and finds herself on
the path to becoming the queenpin that the
streets have been begging for. What's standing
in her way? Savion Townsend. Cash has got it
bad for one of the Townsend Brothers, but
between forming her own empire and her
complicated relationship with Vito, Cash has to
decide if she's willing to risk it all in the name of
love.

Married To The Mafia 2 - Tya Marie 2021-09-08
Married to the Mafia returns after the smoke
clears from several revelations, the most
shocking one being that retired stripper Juice
Campbell is lost mafia princess Julianne Cortese.
With a new name comes added privileges and
problems, all of which Juice has to navigate
while planning the wedding of the social season.
Unfortunately, the honeymoon phase ends as
real life sets in. Johnny and Juice have yet to
learn each other as man and wife, and their
union is threatened in more ways than one when
a handsome mysterious stranger inserts himself
into the picture. The threat to their future is
real, as is the secret lingering in Johnny's past,
and when a dynamic shift in power gives Juice
the option to cut ties with the exiled hitman, she
has to decide if loyalty-or the possibility of loveis enough. Under the regime of Julian Cortese,
Johnny Gabbana goes from being the sniper to
the target. Without the protection his last name,
Johnny must navigate the criminal underworld
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alone while also staying afloat in the real world.
When a business deal goes wrong, Johnny
confirms his worst fears-that someone wants him
dead-and even worse, they're willing to pay two
million dollars to make sure the job gets done.
As if that weren't troubling enough, he also has a
father-in-law who's intent on making sure he
doesn't make it down the aisle. Julian believes
that Johnny's hit list is tainted, and that his
daughter is at risk of falling victim to the same
fate as Maia, Johnny's deceased ex-fiancée. Can
Johnny save himself and his reputation, or like
his past targets, is he a dead man walking?
Outside of Johnny and Juice's marital problems
blooms another romance. Tabitha Sinclair has
never had a boyfriend. As a beautiful woman
working in law enforcement, Tabitha struggles
with capturing male attention, and finds herself
entertaining the wrong kind when she becomes
entangled with mafia bad boy Vincent Gabbana.
Recovering from the humiliation of finding out
that his father and wife were having an affair,

it's easy for a brokenhearted Vinny to fall for the
southern belle, even if the chances of her
reciprocating are slim. He's got no money,
nowhere to live, and the kind of troubled past
women like Tabitha stay far away from.
However, when an old enemy resurfaces for the
opportunity to tie one final loose end, the
prodigal son might be the only one that can save
the future FBI Agent from the wrath of the
mafia.
So Obsessed With a Brooklyn Boss 3 - Tya Marie
2017-09-05
Moe and the crew are back in the final
installment of the Dirty Money Saga for one final
heist where they have the opportunity to get rich
or die trying. No matter how much dirty money
she has chased, no dollar amount has ever filled
the void in her heart the way Savant has. He's
the Prince Charming that she's always imagined
taking her away from her troubled life and
giving her the normalcy she deserves. However,
Moe finds that the fairytale life she envisions
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won’t happen when two old ghosts reenter
Savant’s life: his treacherous ex-girlfriend, Nik,
and the very slick Kasiim. Between Nik’s desire
to stir the pot and Kasiim luring Savant back
into his fast lifestyle, every step forward Moe
and Savant takes comes with four drama filled
steps back. Moe finds herself constantly
questioning Savant’s loyalty to her, and their
relationship is tested when a huge family secret
threatens everything they’ve built. As if her life
wasn’t difficult enough, Moe's mother, Deborah,
reenters with the intentions of spilling secrets
and reigniting old grudges. Like any hustler,
Deborah’s silence comes with a price, and Moe
has to make the decision to pay...or make her go
away for free. Since the reformed life doesn’t
offer a large enough payout, Moe rejoins
Poochie and the team for the planning of one
last heist that can set them up for life, or have
them doing twenty-five to life. Stepping back
into the game comes with reminders of the good
times, with one good time in particular: Onyx.

Although Moe fights her feelings for Onyx, the
Brooklyn boss becomes a constant in her life
when the going gets rough with Savant and the
only man who embraces her love of the pursuit
of dirty money. In the finale of So Obsessed with
a Brooklyn Boss, allegiances change, loyalties
are tested, and love comes with a price at the
pursuit of dirty money. Moe must tread lightly
and determine if she wants to be the bad girl
gone good with Savant, or be the queen that
Onyx is searching for to help rule his kingdom
one dollar bill at a time.
Chosen by the King of Miami - Tya Marie
2017-03-30
Once upon a time, in the kingdom of Miami,
there lived two princesses, Symphony and
Harmony Haveras. The daughters of the king of
Miami have everything that a girl could wish
for—beauty, class, and the admiration of
everyone in the land—except they both feel
incomplete. Symphony has plans to rule the
music industry, of course. Out singing grown
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women from the moment she could talk,
Symphony is a force to be reckoned with and has
won the love and admiration of not only her
parents, but also everyone she meets. However,
such love comes with a price—the loneliness she
feels when watching everyone around her fall in
love. Convinced that she may never meet her
prince charming, along comes the infamous
Carter, a street god turned rapper. A modernday Tupac, Carter gives Symphony the
confidence that she needs to conquer the world
the same way she conquers his heart. Harmony,
on the other hand, has plans that involve her
stepping out of the shadow her sister has
created. With no remarkable talent of her own,
Harmony finds herself searching for her own
niche in the Haveras family, and it starts when
she gives away the power of the Haveras name.
Surrounded by drugs, poverty, and on a quest
for the almighty dollar, Harmony will do
anything to make sure that she comes out on
top. Even if it means turning on her flesh and

blood. With a sibling rivalry straight out of the
history books, Crowned by the King of Miami
asks the eternal question: if blood is thicker than
water, can DNA handle a little grime?
When A Heartless Thug Holds Me Close 2 - Tya
Marie 2018-02-20
“I need to make sure Yara’s really for me. She’s
seen the good, had my back through the bad,
and I need to know if she’ll stick around for the
ugly.” Still reeling from Quade’s near-death
experience, Yara handles being the girlfriend of
a savage with kid gloves. She showers Quade
with the affection he’s been missing while in
exchange he gives her the loyalty she’s always
craved. Fair exchange quickly becomes robbery
when Quade demands more from Yara than she’s
able to give, and sends her straight back to the
dark times of her childhood. The monsters that
haunted Yara’s childhood have nothing on
Quade’s wild side, a side of him he’s always been
able to suppress but never tame. When their
relationship takes a devastating turn, Yara has
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to decide whether or not love will be enough to
salvage a relationship that’s falling apart by the
seams. Quade has always lived life recklessly,
with his acceptance and encouragement of death
a rare trait, but in the eye of the very thing he’s
always welcomed with open arms, he finds a new
reason to live for: Yara. Her beauty, kind heart,
and smart mouth have given him a new reason
to live, and only as he accepts it his life is put on
the line. Yara helps nurse him back to health,
which proves to be a high point in their
relationship until they reach the ultimate low.
Quade’s inner demons come out to play, demons
that he hasn’t relived since he lost the first
woman to ever love him unconditionally—his
mother. With his actions speaking louder than
his words, Quade has to fight one of the toughest
battles of his life with an enemy equally as lethal
as he is. If he loses, he stands to lose the very
woman to make him breathe again. Known
jokingly to everyone as an aspiring Griselda
Blanco, Cash starts making serious money

moves. She’s got a distributor in her pocket, her
clientele is expanding, and the styling business
she’s been dreaming of is nearly ready to launch.
Cash goes from being a kept woman to keeping
up with the Joneses, and for everything she has,
only one thing is missing: a relationship with
Savion Townsend. In order to keep their
situationship thriving, Cash piles one lie on top
of the other to the point where she doesn’t know
what the truth is anymore. And once those
money moves turn bloody, Cash finds out exactly
how ruthless the game can be when she goes
from being the one holding the gun to the one
staring down the barrel of it. The second
installment of When a Heartless Thug Holds Me
Close weaves a story of being stuck on the
wrong side of love. Will Quade be able to mend
his relationship with Yara? Can Cash command
the game and Savion’s heart? And most
importantly, when given the opportunity to start
over with a man that offers everything Quade
has without the baggage will Yara accept, or
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does her love for Quade run deeper than she
imagined?
When A Heartless Thug Holds Me Close 3 - Tya
Marie 2018-03-29
The cards have fallen where they may and in the
final installment of When a Heartless Thug
Holds Me Close, this true love story may come to
a tragic ending if the Townsend Brothers are
unable to dead their beef with the Assan
Brothers once and for all. The confidence Yara
restored in herself has come under fire after
Ghetto’s vicious attack on her, leaving her body
as well as her mind under duress. However, she
doesn’t have to fight this uphill battle by herself
because Quade is there for her, kissing her scars
and healing old wounds that threatened to
reopen. With the budding romance between her
and Quade being placed in jeopardy, Yara
returns the favor by becoming Quade’s solace
throughout a war for the books. Her loyalty to
Quade is enough to keep him from teetering
over the edge, but when tragedy strikes the

Townsend Brothers, Yara’s love might not be
enough to tame Quade’s wild ways. Quade
Townsend has always kissed death on the lips,
played a game of tug-of-war with it, and thinks
of it as a badge of honor to end his premature
life. Fighting against the Assan Brothers has
made him a friend of it as he gifts casualties of
war over as fast as his deadly trigger finger can
allow. But what happens when death stakes a
claim to someone he loves and in return
promises to return back for seconds after a
bullseye has been planted on another? Quade
finds himself trapped between guarding his life
so he could have a future with Yara and
sacrificing it for the sake of family. After making
the decision with a heavy heart, Quade discovers
that a new life is on the line and even if he
manages to save it, his days with Yara will
certainly be numbered. After being entangled in
a bed of lies, Cash wakes up to the reality that
her relationship with Savion is no longer
salvageable. Her fears are confirmed after the
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betrayed Townsend Brother teaches her a hard
lesson on the game she's never likely to forget.
Cash quickly falls out of love with the game as
she had once fell in love with it, vowing to go on
the straight and narrow to pursue her styling
business. She's finally achieved inner happiness
at the thought of a life filled with normalcy when
Savion returned offering her the opportunity of a
lifetime. Unbeknownst to Cash, this deal comes
with the return of an old flame that never quite
ignited. Torn between a promising future with
Mr. Right and her undeniable feelings for a
heartless thug, Cash has to decide if she's going
to go with her head or her heart.
The Lovin' He Wants, The Thuggin' She
Needs 2 - Tya Marie 2019-08-21
Jonessy Price is high on life. Although the death
of her father is tragic, it’s a rebirth for the oldest
Price daughter. Jonessy steps into her purpose,
with her steps turning into strides as she juggles
her relationship with Casanova and moving
again after her world has remained still for so

long. Just as she's settling into the rhythm of her
new life, tragedy strikes, and the lives of both
the Wildes and Prices are changed forever. The
sturdy bond formed between the two families is
shattered by a scorned ex playing a clever hand.
With his identity rooted in his command over the
streets, Casanova is forced to deal with a rebirth
of his own, one that might lead him on a path to
self-destruction unless he removes the hate in
his heart for the woman he loves. In the end,
Jonessy has to decide whether she will fight to
keep Casanova in her life or move on. On the
other side of this love story is the silent Blanc,
who shares a face with his twin brother, but not
the double life he's been living. On the other side
of town is a piece of Blanc unknown to the rest
of the world, hidden from view due to one
reckless night. Blanc's vow to remain chaste is
one of devotion which he plans to carry out until
the end of time. What he doesn’t expect is for
the turbulent Mali Price to get under his skin. As
beautiful as she is seductive, Mali has eyes for
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Blanc, but after several rebuffs from the oldest
Wilde twin, she takes a chance on the
charismatic Maciej Hines. Unbeknownst to her,
there's a possibility that Maciej possesses a
darker side, one responsible for the death of her
father. In the second installment of The Lovin’
He Wants the Thuggin’ She Needs, the strength
of the Wilde/Price families are tested by outside
forces looking to destroy the bond they’ve
created through death. New loves are tested by
old enemies, unlikely alliances are formed, and
in the end a wildcard appears, making the stakes
higher than ever.
So Obsessed With a Brooklyn Boss - Tya
Marie 2017-06-27
Born in the heart of Brooklyn to a dope fiend
mother and ghost of a father, Moette Henderson,
aka Moe, learned at a young age that cash ruled
all. Raised by her money hungry foster mother,
Moe quickly became one of the best hustlers in
the game, wooing some of the biggest kingpins
in the game and hitting them where it hurts the

most: their pockets. Moe has been hardened by
the game, and the only thing keeping her sane
was her little sister, Roni. It's Moe's dedication
to making sure that Roni had the life she's
always dreamed of that kept her pushing, and
she's convinced that she's got it under control
until she meets Savant, a bandit turned
businessman. A born paper chaser with no fear
of the law or losing his life, Savant is every
woman’s dream and hustler’s nightmare. After
being betrayed by the love of his life in a heist
gone wrong, Savant has sworn off his trigger
happy ways and decides to lay low while building
an empire of his own. He's content with his
playboy lifestyle until he meets Moe, a
mysterious beauty that might make him a
believer in love again. She's everything that he
could ask for: smart, loyal, and a natural born
hustler like himself. The problem? There's
something about her that he can't quite put his
finger on. When Moe’s best friend, Damaris,
comes up with the idea to go from robbing
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hustlers to banks, Moe’s apprehensive until she
gets a taste of that dirty money. With an
insatiable taste for the thrill of heist after heist,
Moe has to keep her lifestyle hidden from the
reserved Savant. Forced to live two lives, Moe
must decide whether to take a chance on a love
that she never saw coming or to keep chasing
the almighty dollar.
His Savage Was Her Weakness 3 - Tya Marie
2017-12-13
"They say once a good girl’s gone bad, she's
gone forever.” Nubia has been a victim for the
past ten years of her life—a victim of
circumstance, a victim of domestic violence, and
a victim of life in general—but when she defeats
Vincent in a battle for her life, she quits being a
victim and becomes a warrior. From reclaiming
her unknown legacy to being reclaimed by the
special man in her life, Nubia blossoms into a
woman that doesn’t take shit from anyone. Not
from her uncle. Certainly not from her aunt. But
if there is one situation that drives her back to

her timid ways, it’s the target on the back of her
head. Nubia’s luck is starting to run low with
each attempt on her life hitting closer to home.
Torn between the security of the game and his
love for Nubia, Maine finds himself having to
choose between either one at any given moment.
However, that’s not the only choice Maine is
forced to make. Maine promised Sampson that
he would kill the little girl from ten years ago
when the time was right. What he didn’t expect
was to fall in love with her. Wedged between his
loyalty to Nubia and Sampson, Maine toes a
dangerous line that forces him to protect the
love of his live while spurning the hand that once
fed him. Can Maine save Nubia from her
predetermined fate, or will the bond of his word
be broken? With an old flame back from the
grave, Shahani finds herself once again torn
between the comforting past love she had with
Lonzo and the tumultuous relationship she
currently shares with Sampson. Shahani finds
herself being constantly tugged between the two
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men at any given time, forcing her to play her
cards close for the sake of her heart. Convinced
that Sampson is hiding a huge secret from her,
Shahani almost succumbs to the elusive Lonzo,
only to find out that his reappearance into her
life might not have been as innocent as she once
thought. Both of the men in her life are out for
blood and in the end Shahani must make a
choice between backing her new love, staying
loyal to an old flame, or choosing herself for
once. In the final installment of His Savage was
Her Weakness, love battles loyalty, fears are
overcome by courage, and open wounds can
finally heal. However, if Maine, Nubia, and
Shahani can have the happy endings they
deserve, they’re going to have to work for it.
Married To The Mafia - Tya Marie 2021-05-29
"Everyone knows a man's worth is based on
whether or not he keeps his word. The same
applies to women. You have mine-until the day I
die." Johnny leaned in, flooding my personal
space with expensive aftershave, a dark glint in

his eye. "What if you die tonight?" Pause. "Then I
lived up to my word, didn't I?" Juice Campbell
doesn't believe in marriage. The product of an
extramarital affair gone wrong, the twenty-fiveyear-old has her mind made up when it comes to
being tied down by anything other than her
career. On her last night dancing at one of
Atlanta's premier strip clubs, Juice's opportunity
to start over is derailed when she is witness to
several murders, including one of her closest
friends. Overnight, she goes from stripper to
wife of mafia hitman Johnny "Johnny Two-Times
Gabbana." As formidable as he is handsome,
Johnny turns Juice's mundane life upside down
and in turn, changes her views on matrimony as
their feelings intensify. The only thing standing
between the two living happily ever after is
Johnny's family, more specifically his father, who
will stop at nothing to make sure death does
them part. Johnny Gabbana is revered within the
mafia underworld for several reasons, the main
one being his special "gift," the rare ability to
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take out any given target in two shots or less.
The youngest son of the infamous mafia boss
Antonio Gabbana, Johnny has spent the past
decade protecting not only his father, but the
generational wealth amassed by the patriarch.
Such a task requires discipline, and compared to
the hedonistic nature of his brothers, Johnny's a
coldhearted saint, seeking more than a warm
body between his sheets. When he sees Juice at
the club it's love at first sight, and their second
encounter, though morbid, solidifies his belief
that the mouthy stripper might be "the one."
Johnny goes against his entire family to save
Juice, a decision that places both of their lives in
danger from the moment they say, "I do."
Married to the Mafia is a tale of love and loyalty,
proving that neither are mutually exclusive.
Johnny's loyalty ends where his marriage begins,
and he vows to protect Juice, even if it means
sacrificing himself. As for love? Between himself
and his family, there's none lost.
The Lovin' He Wants, The Thuggin' She

Needs 3 - Tya Marie 2019-09-17
Some wounds never heal, and for Jonessy Price,
the reemergence of her mother is a unscabbing
scar, rejecting time’s insistence that it heals.
Though she can woo Mali with old memories and
acting as the mother Persia has always desired,
Jonessy isn’t moved by Willona Price. However,
she has no choice but to rearrange her life for
the Price Matriarch. As if dealing with her
mother isn’t troublesome enough, Jonessy
struggles to become whole after a piece of her
was taken away abruptly. She throws herself
into taking care of everyone, neglecting herself.
The one place she finds solace is in her artwork.
Although slow, her healing begins, and just as
she makes strides they come to a halt at the
possibility that the person responsible for
shattering her world is alive, flittering in and out
of her life in an unexpected way. Jonessy’s best
friend Envy has gone from writing the book baes
of her dreams to sleeping with a nameless,
faceless one referred to as “Stranger.” What she
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doesn’t know is that he’s the catalyst for past
and future events. Casanova Wilde’s identity has
revolved not around his money, the harem of
women he once entertained, or even the respect
he garners on the street. Without the use of his
legs he struggles with being a man, specifically
being the man he promised Jonessy Price he
would be. No longer the source of affection for
most and a threat to the rest, Nova navigates life
searching for his purpose, only to find his
condition hasn’t changed his circumstances; he
has. Refusing to stand in his own way, Casanova
Wilde works on returning to full form, which he
realizes doesn’t mean reverting to his old ways,
simply amplifying the same heartless thug
Jonessy fell in love with. As Nova goes on a
journey to match his mental and physical, Blanc
discovers the detriment to keeping the world on
his shoulders. Chaos unfolds as Casablanca
Wilde searches for Leon Price’s killers, leaving a
path of chaos and destruction. In the midst of it,
Blanc learns the cost of being the hero when his

loved ones are placed in the line of fire due to
his careless mistakes. With no one to turn to, an
unlikely ally teams up with the coldest Wilde
Brother to complete a story of sex, money, and
murder. At the center of the impending war
between the Wilde and Hines Brothers is Mali
Price, who pays for her sins at every turn.
Walking the tight rope between doing the right
thing and remaining complacent for the sake of
acceptance, Mali has her own traumas to
unpack, especially when they threaten the very
people who have kept her head above water
whenever she was drowning. Will she risk
everything to absolve herself of her previous
transgressions? Or is it too little, too late?
Destination Normandy - G. H. Bennett
2009-04-20
A cross-section of the American experience on DDay Unique perspective from the regimental
level that also integrates strategic and tactical
considerations Stories of largely forgotten acts
of valor G. H. Bennett collects oral histories from
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the soldiers of three American regiments and
weaves them into an intimate account of the DDay invasion of June 6, 1944. Widely scattered
during its drop into Normandy, the 507th
Parachute Infantry Regiment (82nd Airborne
Division) stopped the advance of an SS division.
The untested 116th Infantry Regiment (29th
Infantry Division) landed on bloody Omaha
Beach, where it suffered more casualties than
any other regiment that day. Meanwhile, the
22nd Infantry Regiment (4th Infantry Division)
easily waded ashore on Utah Beach but faced
savage fighting as it moved inland.
His Savage Was Her Weakness 2 - Tya Marie
2017-11-06
His Savage was Her Weakness 2 picks up with
Nubia fighting for her life after Vincent
desperately tries to regain control over her.
Broken, bruised, and tired of the abuse, Nubia
makes a conscious decision to choose herself
over Vincent. Part of this choice means leaving
behind the security he once provided and paving

her own way. She knows the path won’t be easy,
but after receiving life-changing news, Nubia
has to do whatever it takes to be successful in
her future endeavors, even if it means stepping
into the very game that claimed her parents’
lives. No matter how many lows and highs she
experiences, there's always one consistent
person in her life: Maine, who saves her even
when she doesn’t want to save herself. With his
status on the streets upgraded and his eyes on
being the next distributor of New York City,
Maine finds little time to spend protecting a
troubled Nubia, but does what he can. His player
ways have caught up with him, forcing him into
a relationship with the spoiled Estalita. While
the pairing to the pampered princess might not
be part of his dreams, the keys to the kingdom
that she holds make the relationship worth it. No
matter how much pressure being the new face of
the Solares Cartel holds, Maine still finds time to
entertain his hoes. Like the unlimited supply of
money and pushing the toughest whips, the
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women in his life fill a void. That is until Nubia
comes hurtling back into his life as abruptly as
she left. He's ready to act on his feelings when
he discovers that one of the most memorable
nights of his life is overshadowed by one of the
worst days of Nubia's. With Sampson in
possession of her heart while Donovan still
maintains her loyalty, Shahani struggles to
balance the new man in her life that wants to
give her the world, while still holding down the
one that saved her from pole. Shahani runs to
Donovan when faced with ugly truths from
Sampson and finds solace in Sampson's arms
when Donovan's heartless ways wear her thin.
As she battles with her choice, the decision is
finally made for her with catastrophic
consequences: bonds are broken, the truth had
done more damage than even the sweetest lies,
and now Shahani must pick up the pieces of her
life and build it back up by herself. Success is
eventually achieved for Shahani, but it comes
with a cost: making the same mistakes, just with

a new face. As friends become enemies, two
star-crossed lovers become one, and snakes lie
in wait for the perfect moment to strike, Nubia
has to ask herself if she's ready to face her
monster of a husband, Shahani has to decide
between her dreams and her sanity, and Maine?
He has to figure out how to protect Nubia from
the same streets he's pledged his loyalty to.
This is a Book for Parents of Gay Kids Dannielle Owens-Reid 2014-09-09
Written in an accessible Q&A format, here,
finally, is the go-to resource for parents hoping
to understand and communicate with their gay
child. Through their LGBTQ-oriented site, the
authors are uniquely experienced to answer
parents' many questions and share insight and
guidance on both emotional and practical topics.
Filled with real-life experiences from gay kids
and parents, this is the book gay kids want their
parents to read.
A Brooklyn Love Affair 2 - Tya Marie
2015-11-08
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With a table of their enemies prepared before
them and Charles sitting at the very head, Vixen
and Gino find themselves battling not only for
the preservation of their love, but for their lives.
With allegiances destroyed, family has become
the enemy and if Gino and Vixen hope to escape
harm’s way unscathed they have to choose
between saving those who continually damn
them or to stand behind each other, even if it
means dying together. But what happens when
these enemies share a common goal? That an
unlikely alliance is formed to not only take Vixen
down, but also to drag her back to the roots she
worked so hard to evade. Or the person who
knows Gino’s kryptonite uses it to destroy
everything he’s worked so hard to build. And at
the center of it all is a greedy Mahogany, whose
boss remains the almighty dollar. With their
lives hanging in the balance, will Vixen finally be
able to combat the one man who has sought to
make her life miserable, or will she succumb and
return to the habit that once claimed her life?

Can Gino battle the brother he must now call his
enemy and come out on top, or will the skeletons
he’s buried deep resurface with an unfortunate
outcome? With enemies as far as Atlanta and
some one cab ride away, the second installment
of A Brooklyn Love Affair is certain to shock as
well as teach the lesson that some wounds run
too deep to close.
A Brooklyn Love Affair 4 - Tya Marie
2016-02-17
It’s only been half a year and the Romano family
has had more than their share of drama, with it
only growing worse by the day. Just when Gino
and Vixen manage to repair their relationship
with Gigi and get him on the right track,
Mariposa disappears in the dead of night
without a trace. With Mari missing, Vixen must
decide whether she will stay strong or allow
herself to be sucked back into her old habits as a
coping mechanism. Meanwhile, Camille
continues to exact her revenge plans, playing
the role of puppet master over the Romano
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family and sitting back to watch with self
satisfaction. She has a flair for dramatics and
her final scheme is likely to be one the Romanos
will never forget. Will Vixen be able to save her
family from her past once and for all? Or will
Camille win and create the company she feels
her misery deserves? Stay tuned for the final
installment of A Brooklyn Love Affair, where
mother doesn’t always know best.
I Got a Crush on You 2 - Tya Marie 2016-11-01
Left half dead and heart broken, Lucky Lewis
must pick up the pieces of his life and move on
without Mink by his side. Lucky finds himself
wishing that he never met Mink, but no matter
how much he tries to forget about the sultry
vixen, she ends up entering his life when he
least expects it. In a strange twist of events,
Mink becomes the last thing Lucky has to worry
about when his business are destroyed one by
one. If that wasn't enough, this unknown enemy
places Lucky in the middle of an impending drug
war. While everyone looks at Mink as the culprit,

Lucky has his own suspicions, leading him to
believe that an enemy from the past is back to
play. With his back against the wall and
treachery sprouting from left and right, Lucky
has Yulaney and Loot by his side for one of the
craziest rides of his life. While Lucky is healing,
Mink is doing the exact opposite. With a knack
for pulling in the most prominent players of the
New York City drug game, Mink finds her
alliances shifting with each power move she
dishes out, leaving some dead or simply wishing
they were. Although she's got the brains to run
an empire, Mink finds herself constantly playing
second fiddle to the men in her life. Tired of only
being seen as a pretty face and nothing more,
she decides to pull the biggest power move of
them all: a seat at the head of the table. Just
when she thinks it's impossible, a stranger
enters her life with plans to give Mink the status
she's always felts she deserves under one
condition. To help put Lucky’s head on a platter.
Love, lust, betrayal and all come together to
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show that you never get rest while sleeping with
the enemy, secrets from the past always effect
the future, and whatever's meant to be will
always find its way back to you. Stay tuned for
the final installment of I Got a Crush on You,
which reminds you that there's nothing like your
first love.
Warning Miracle The Best Little Whorehouse Goes Public Carol Hall 1999
Ramona and Her Father - Beverly Cleary 2000
This is the fourth title in the hugely popular
series about Ramona Quimby. Ramona's father
has lost his job and all the family are miserable so Ramona decides to try and cheer them up, in
her own inimitable way.
Grimey 2 - Tya Marie 2016-08-03
A rising R&B superstar with a supportive
boyfriend, wonderful friends, and the life she's
always dreamed of, Myria has it all. What else

does she have? A secret that could possibly
unravel the life she's worked so hard to create.
Just when everything couldn't get any more
perfect, an old friend boards a plane to Miami to
remind Myria that it's never right to forget
where you came from. Will Myria be able to face
her inner demons, or will they destroy her love
and happiness? In a strange twist of fate, Janelle
finds herself back in sunny Jamaica and
embarking on a new journey with the handsome
Donovan Copeland. With the idea of falling in
love and living happily ever after becoming a
bright possibility, Janelle has to face a few of her
own demons. The biggest one? The secret that
caused her to seek revenge on Dom. Will she be
able to mend her broken heart, or will the Ice
Queen, Janelle, decide that her throne is more
important? With his mental health at 100%, the
King of Miami, Dom Haveras has the loving
Myria by his side and Miami in the palm of his
hand. Life is sweet, but it suddenly turns sour
when the Ice Queen makes a snow filled return,
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promising to wreak havoc on him because of a
common secret they share. Knowing that no love
is lost between himself and Janelle, Dom finds it
hard to convince a skeptical Myria when him and
Janelle find themselves in an awkward situation.
After proving to Myria that Janelle is nothing but
a piece of the past, Dom realizes that the
problem isn't whether or not he's ready to be
Myria's King. It's if she's ready to be his Queen?
With secrets threatening to spill from left and
right, Myria and Janelle find unsuspecting allies
in one another, with each twin saving the other
more times then they'll ever be able to repay.
However, despite playing on the same team,

each woman has her own reservations. For
Janelle, it's whether or not Myria will be able to
accept her for who she truly is. And what Myria
wants to know is simple. Will Janelle always be
Grimey?
Scandalous Fictions - Jago Morrison 2006-10-31
This study re-examines the twentieth-century
novel as a form shaped by its problematic, often
scandalous relation to the public sphere.
Discussing ten texts against the challenges of
their milieus, it considers twentieth-century
fiction as a tradition of transgression,
perennially caught between license and
licentiousness, erudition and sedition.
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